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A piece of Heritage in your Home

**Preloved furniture from a Colonial House, exquisite crystals and collectables.**

- All items are on an “as is where is” basis and will be sold on first come, first served basis.
- If you would like to view or buy any items in person, please make an appointment either via email to admin@badanwarisan.org.my or call Syuhada at 03-2144 9273.
- Please note that our office is open only on Tuesday-Thursday, between 10am-5pm.
- We accept cheques, cash and credit cards at the office, where a receipt will be issued. Online payments can be made to Badan Warisan Malaysia at:
  
  **Account Number : 0140 1111 8256**  
  **Bank Name : Maybank**  
  **Email : admin@badanwarisan.org.my**
- A booking confirmation will be sent after we receive proof of payment via email.
- Collection of items is at our Heritage Centre at No. 2 Jalan Stonor, Kuala Lumpur. Delivery of items is available at an additional cost.
Pedestal Leg Table  
(Code : BWM001)

Rectangular William IV pedestal side table. Stain on top surface.  
Wood : Rosewood  
Colour : Mid Brown  
Date : c1830  
Dimension (inch) : H: 29.5 X L: 22.2 X W: 15.9  
Original Price : RM 1,300  
NOW : RM 900
Anglo-Indian Pedestal Table  
(Code : BWM005)

Anglo-Indian or Indo-Portuguese Octagon- topped pedestal table with Barley-sugar-twist Central Leg. Slight stain on top.  
Wood : Teak  
Colour : Dark Brown  
Date : c1840-50s  
Dimension (inch) : H: 29.3 X W: 20.8  
Original Price : RM 1,600  
NOW : RM 1,200
Round Table
(Code : BWM006)

Wood : Hardwood, possibly Mahogany
Colour : Brown
Dimension (inch) : H: 29.8 X W: 36
Original Price : RM 2,300
NOW : RM 2,000
A Fine Table  
(Code : BWM016)

Early to Mid 19th Century table with three drawer.  
Wood : Mahogany  
Cooler : Mid-Brown  
Date : c1830-1840  
Dimension (inch) : H: 30 X L: 55.7 X W: 23  
Original Price : RM 5,500  
NOW : RM 5,000
Marble Top Console Table
(Code : BWM019)

Mid-19th Century rectangular Marble-Topped Table, Anglo-Indian or Indo-Portuguese. Marble Top has slight stain. Very sturdy piece.
Wood : Hard wood
Colour : Dark brown
Date : c1800s
Dimension (inch) : H: 29.8 X L: 51 X W: 23.8
Original Price : RM 4,500
NOW : RM 4,200
Davenport
(Code : BWM020)

Mid-late Victorian Davenport desk with imitation leather top. Possibly a reproduction. Keys included.
Wood : Teak
Colour : Dark brown
Date : Style of the 1870’s
Dimension (inch) : H: 28.5 X L: 23.8 X W: 22

Original Price : RM 3,800
NOW : RM 2,000
Leather Armchair  
(Code : BWM021)

Stylish Regency Armchair in good condition.  
Wood : Rosewood  
Colour : Mid brown, leather : a shade of stone  
Date : c1810, the leather is probably later  
Dimension (inch) : H: 39.5 X L: 25.6 X W: 39.5  
Original Price : RM 7,500  
NOW : RM 4,000
Anglo-Indian Chairs (Code : BWM023 & BWM024)

Purchased in Scotland; Anglo-Indian Mid 19th Century rustic chairs with woven rush seats.
Set of 6 includes 5 ladder-back chairs plus 1 chair with arm rests.
Dimension ( inch) : H: 36 X L: 16 X W: 19.6

**Original Price : RM 6,000 the set**
**NOW : RM 4000 the set of 6.**
  *Or Any 4 chairs RM 2,600 ;*
  *Any 2 chairs RM 1500*
German Nymphenburg Porcelain Oval Dish
(Code : BWM266)

Hand painted vintage flower pattern.
Acquired 1980’s, never used.
Diameter (appx) : H: 14.5 cm X L: 23 cm

Price : RM 250
Augarten Wien, Austrian Decorative Round Dish. Green Flowers with Rocaille Gilded Band Rim (Code: BWM267)

A beautiful piece, flawless, hand-painted in the Maria Theresia Pattern, Green Roses and leaves outlined in black. This dish has the Augarten Wien, Austria factory markings of a Beehive in blue. Acquired 1980’s, never used.

Measurements (appx) : Diameter: 15 cm X Depth: 3.1 cm

Price : RM 200
Augarten Wien Stromlinienförmige Vase. Hand painted with the traditional Alt Wiener Rose pattern (Code: BWM268)

Acquired 1980’s, never used.
Measurement (appx) : Diameter : 5 cm X Height : 15 cm

Price : RM 150
Bohemia Crystal Vase
(Code: BWM269)

Traditional Lead cut crystal with 24% of lead to ensure the gorgeous shimmer and high quality. Never used. Measurement (apprx): Diameter: 15 cm x Height: 25.5 cm

Price: RM 450
Vladimir Tom Glass Cut: Plotna-rybi Crystal Platter (Code: BWM270)

Traditional Lead cut crystal with 24% of lead to ensure the gorgeous shimmer and high quality. Never used.
Measurement (appx): L: 45 cm x H: 17 cm

Selling Price: RM 250
Royal Brierley Crystal Vase
(Code : BWM271)

Very large heavy piece in as new condition. Handmade in England.
Measurement (appx) : Diameter: 30 cm X Height: 32 cm

Price : RM 600
Bohemia Crystal Table Lamp
(Code : BWM272)

Traditional Lead cut crystal with 24% of lead to ensure the gorgeous shimmer and high quality.
Never used.
Measurement (appx): Diameter: 15 cm X Height: 35 cm

Price : RM 500
South American carved quartz chess set, pale green and white (Code: BWM273)

Some pieces have been repaired.

Price: RM 45

Vintage Magazine Rack (Code: BWM274)

Measurement (appx): H: 33 cm X L: 33 cm X W: 12.7 cm

Price: RM 70
Royal Selangor Pewter Vase (M)  
(Code : BWM162)

The Four-Season Collection. Comes in a wooden box.  
Measurement (appx) : Height : 33 cm X Diameter (Top) : 10 cm  
Recently acquired, never used.  

Price : RM 1,500

Royal Selangor Pewter  
Sovereign Acanthus Pattern Tray  
(Code : BWM192)

Measurement (appx) : Diameter: 30 cm  
Estimate for restoration is RM 60, available at Royal Selangor, if required.  

Original Price : RM 250  
NOW: RM 199
Keris Semanjung (Miniature) in presentation box (Code : BWM173)

The sheath, decorated with bands of highly expressive foliate designs, offsets the straight unadorned blade of the Keris Semanjung. 24K gilding embellishes the miniature. Pristine condition.

Size Miniature 20.5 cm sheathed
Display case : H: 34 cm x L: 17.5 cm x W: 4.5 cm
Two pieces available.

Original Price : RM 350 each
NOW : RM 300 each
Silver Filigree - Indian Jewelry Box (Code : BWM164)

Filigree is a handcrafted work that entails kneading, twining and melding of precious metals. These extraordinary works of art held and transferred as heirlooms are a result of long hours of meticulous work by dedicated hands. Comes with hard box and information card. Never used.
Dimension (appx) : Height: 15 cm X Width: 5.5 cm

Original Price : RM750
NOW : RM 450
Two Czech Crystal Bowls
(Code: BWM115)

A very good cut that sparkles when refracted by light. There is very slight chip on the rim of one bowl.
Diameter (approx): 10.5 cm

Original Price: RM 165 the pair
Now: RM 140 the pair

Plate – Scalloped Rim Edges
(Code: BWM201)

Unique glass cutting. In excellent condition.
Diameter (approx): 16 cm

Original Price: RM 50
Now: RM 45
Mengkuang Gift Boxes  
(Code : BWM287)  

Good condition.  
Measurement (cm) : H: 33 X W: 24 X D: 5.5  

Price : RM 60 for the two

Small Glass Plate  
(Code : BWM211)  

Intrinsic floral design. In excellent condition.  
Diameter (apprx) : 16 cm  

Original Price : RM 50  
NOW: RM 45
A piece of Heritage in your Home

Candle Sticks (Code: BWM059)

Pair of oak twist candlesticks with decorative heavy brass sconces.
A very handsome pair.
Measurement: H: 15 cm X W (base): 14 cm
Colour: Dark brown

Original Price: RM 495 per pair

NOW: RM 390 per pair
3 Cambodian Silver Bowls (Code : BWM285)

Measurement (appx): Diameter: 7 cm.

Price : RM 40 each, RM 110 for all three

Vintage Electro Plated Silver Tea Strainer with Bowl and Sugar Cube Nips (Code : BWM286)

Selling Price : RM 65 for the set
A piece of Heritage in your Home


Original Price : RM 350

NOW : RM 290
A large Selection of Cotton Fitted Coasters
(Code : BWM289)

Hand crocheted at Sungai Buluh Leprosarium.
96 pieces available in different sizes.

Price : RM 50 for the lot

*Glassware not included.
Complete set of Encyclopedia Britannica 15th Edition
(Code : BWM275)

30 volumes in good condition.
Volumes 1 - 10   The Micropedia.
Volumes 1 - 19   The Macropedia plus Guide.

Price : RM 200 for the set
Malaysia at 50
The Country That Could
(Code : BWM277)

A commemorative book of 50 years.

Price : RM 50

25,000 Menjejaki Warisan Kita
(Code : BWM278)


Price : RM 30
The Remembered, Preserved and Imagined Past - My Heritage Memoirs by Tun Ahmad Sarji (Code : BWM279)

Price : RM 40

A Bugis Family by Zuraidah Ghani (Code : BWM280)

Price : RM 60
The Encyclopedia of Malaysia
Sport and Recreation Vol. 15
(Code : BWM281)

Original Price : RM 90

NOW : RM 60

The Encyclopedia of Malaysia
Languages and Literature VOL. 9
(Code : BWM282)

Original Price : RM 90

NOW : RM 60
The Encyclopedia of Malaysia
The Economy Vol 13
(Code : BWM283)

Original Price : RM 90
NOW : RM 60

Malaysia’s Amazing Heritage
(Code : BWM284)

BWM took part in this production. A handsome coffee table book.

Selling Price : RM 20